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We report on recent experimental results deploying a cryogenic hydrogen jet as a debris-

free, renewable laser-driven source of pure proton beams generated at the ultra-short pulse laser

Draco. Efficient proton acceleration reaching cut-off energies of up to 20 MeV with particle

numbers exceeding 109 particles per steradian per MeV is demonstrated, proving that the accel-

eration performance is comparable to solid foil targets in the micrometer range. Two different

target geometries are presented and their proton beam deliverance characterized: cylindrical (d

= 5 µm) and planar (20 µm x 2 µm). We show that shot to shot variations in achievable proton

energies and particle numbers are linked to the spatial jitter of the hydrogen jet, hence the spatial

overlap of the high intensity laser focus and the target. As a result, the planar geometry provides

higher overlap probability than the cylindrical which results in more stable and robust proton

beams. 2D PIC simulations show that TNSA is the dominant proton acceleration mechanism

at play for the given laser and target conditions. Consequently, while the cylindrical geometry

gives rise to an almost isotropic 2π proton emission distribution around the jet axis, the planar

jet shows signs of foil-like acceleration leading to a strong forward accelerated component.
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